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recently, i was given a copy of the new
hand2note software to try out. ive been playing
online with pokerstudios.com for a few months
now, and ive really enjoyed using their software.
for me, their software is a little more user-
friendly, but i think hand2note software works
best for recreational players. hand2note
includes a few great new features: the new
features are great and make the software stand
out even more from other holdem manager
software. ive been using the hud on
pokerstudios.com for quite some time now, and
ive found it to be extremely helpful. it has a
simple interface, which makes it easy to use. ive
found that it is a great tool for all levels of play.
hand2note also includes a few new features that
make this software even better: the hud is
great. it allows me to keep track of my hands
throughout the session. if i need to see a play, i
can see it in the hud. the hud doesnt take up
much space and i like that its customizable. the
2d chart view is a great feature too. it allows me
to see my stats in a different way. i like that the
2d chart is customizable. i can see how many
hands ive played, how many ive won, how many
ive lost, etc. i like that there are different ways
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to analyze my stats. there are many different
tools and ways to view your stats. hand2note is
a very powerful tool. its the best holdem
manager software out there. ollie started
playing online poker in 2004, playing low to
medium limit $5/$10 tables on party poker. he
also enjoys playing $1/$2 tables on pokerstars.
he is a big fan of the no limit holdem format.
ollie is more of a recreational player than a
serious poker player, and considers himself a
good player. ollie is currently a freelance writer,
and has covered poker for several sites. he has
covered online poker for cardplayer and also
covered poker for pokernews. ollie has written
several articles for pokersoftware.com, and is a
regular contributor to the site.
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theres something special about the american
poker scene, both in the product, and the

community. we have some of the best poker
players in the world, and theyre not just
amateurs. we have extremely talented

professionals, and theyre some of the most
friendly and down to earth players you could
meet. our industry is not a bunch of old guys.

people come into the industry from all over the
world. its a unique mix of people. theres a lot of
money to be made. we have some of the best
players in the world playing here, and they all
have their homes right here in this community.

so it makes sense that there is so much that
goes on in this industry. there are many things

that can make poker different from one game to
the next. from timing, to betting, to what suits
you best, there are so many factors that factor
into your game. so its no wonder that there are
so many software options available to players.
the only thing that ive always said that makes
poker different is that you never know what

youre going to get when youre dealing with a
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new hand. it can be much easier than you think,
or much more difficult than you think. you cant
prepare yourself for everything that might come

your way. this is what separates poker from
many other games. there are a lot of products

out there that claim to be the best poker
software, but you just don't know if theyre any
good until you try it. the best way to find out is
to get the software, open it, and give it a try. if

you can find a product that does everything you
need, and does it well, then you should seriously

consider it. 5ec8ef588b
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